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Implementation of a positive psychology group program in an inpatient eating 

disorder service. A pilot Study 

Abstract  

Context: Eating disorders (ED) are very difficult conditions to treat. Therefore, 

interventions in this field are shifting their main target towards the disorder's impact in 

quality of life, rather than ED symptomatology in itself. In this sense, a focus in the 

promotion of positive emotions and well-being is emerging in order to ameliorate the 

harmful effects caused by ED. However, evidence of potential benefits of this type of 

interventions is still scarce.  

Purpose: This study introduces a 4-week positive psychology group program specifically 

designed for ED patients' needs and to present data about feasibility and acceptability.  

Method: Seven female inpatients of an eating disorder service aged from 13 to 38 years 

old attended the group. Measures of affect and optimistic thinking were taken before the 

program and after each session.  

Results: The program was very well rated by participants, and there was no attrition. 

Furthermore, possible benefits were found in terms of optimistic thinking at the end of 

the group program, and these benefits were noticeable, but non-significant, in the case of 

affect.  

Conclusions: This study opens the door to conduct larger and controlled studies for 

testing interventions aimed at promoting positive emotions and well-being in ED 

populations. Thus, these interventions could support the efficacy of current treatments in 

order to improve patients' quality of life. 

Keywords: eating disorders, positive psychology, affect, optimistic thinking, anorexia 

nervosa 

Level of evidence: Level IV, case series 
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Introduction 

Eating Disorders (ED), including anorexia nervosa (AN), bulimia nervosa (BN), and non-

specified eating disorders (EDNOS), are considered an important cause of physical and 

psychosocial morbidity and mortality in young individuals [1]. Cognitive-behavioral 

therapy for bulimia nervosa has been found effective and it is the recommended treatment 

for bulimia nervosa [2]. However, there is no empirical evidence to support the use of one 

treatment over another for AN and EDNOS patients [3]. Due to the difficulty in treating 

these conditions, epidemiological studies have shown that many patients follow a severe 

and enduring course and at least one-third of patients attending therapy drop out [4].  

Furthermore, the burden of the disease causes impairment in many areas, beyond the 

eating disorders symptomatology, such as social, psychological and physical areas, 

producing a strong impact on their quality of life [5]. It has been found that several eating 

disorder-related symptoms, such as extreme worry about weight, body dissatisfaction, 

and exercising to lose weight, are negatively related to life satisfaction [6]. In this sense, 

Kitsantas and colleagues [7] found that individuals with eating disorders reported lower 

levels of positive affect and higher levels of negative affect compared to unaffected peers. 

Given the broad impairment and the limited treatment efficacy of treatments, some 

authors maintain that the main target of the treatments should be the disorder's impact on 

quality of life, rather than the ED symptomatology itself [4]. This approach, along with 

patients’ perspectives about recovery, claims that recovery is more than just the absence 

of ED symptoms, and it focuses on the need of promoting positive functioning aspects 

[8]. Following this vein, factors such as optimism, self-determination, self-esteem, and 

satisfaction with life buffer the harmful effects of body dissatisfaction on women with 

bulimic symptomatology [6]. Thus, these authors claimed that, in women who are 

satisfied with their lives, feel good about themselves, and are optimistic about the future, 
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body dissatisfaction may be less impairing in determining their experiences, goals, values, 

and feelings about their self. Despite these findings, the inclusion of interventions for 

patients with ED aimed at improving positive emotions and well-being is still very recent 

and scarce. Given the potential benefits of these emotions, Tchanturia and colleagues [9] 

suggested that the introduction of Positive Psychological Interventions (PPIs) could play 

a role in the recovery of patients with EDs. PPIs could be of help by promoting the 

emergence of positive emotions and problem-solving strategies related to their health 

behaviors. Moreover, Tchanturia [9] stated that the inclusion of PPIs in ED prevention 

could enrich treatment programs and even enhance their impact. To our knowledge, only 

one pilot study has tested the feasibility of a 5-session PPI group program in an adolescent 

ED inpatient service [10]. The program was composed of a combination of PPIs (i.e. three 

good things, gratitude letter, acts of kindness, loving-kindness meditation, and identifying 

strengths), showing potential benefits in majority of participants in terms of life 

satisfaction and subjective happiness, and the attrition rate was zero.  

The selection and combination of PPIs in order to develop tailored treatments for specific 

conditions should account for the needs of the patients, the features of the PPIs and the 

fit between both [11]. In this sense, it has been shown that patients with ED often view 

recovery as unimaginable because they are not able to envision a better personal future 

[12]. However, variables such as optimism, goal setting and expectations about the future 

are crucial for recovery in patients with ED and they play a role in their engagement with 

the treatment [13]. For this reason, Malson et al. [12] stated that strategies aimed to 

generate alternative self-constructions that challenge the essential bulimic/anorexic self 

might be quite useful for recovery. Thus, improving optimistic thinking in patients with 

ED might have a strong impact on reducing potential negative effects of eating 

symptomatology. In this regard, one PPI that has been found to be very useful in 
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improving positive affect and optimistic thinking is the Best Possible Self exercise (BPS; 

for a review, see [14]. BPS consists of writing about and envisioning a future where 

everything has turned out in the best possible way in different life domains [15]. This 

study proposes an adaptation of the BPS exercise that can help to construct a new 

prospective self, beyond the anorexic or bulimic one. Given that this is a first approach 

to the inclusion of PPIs in clinical settings, along with the pilot study carried out by 

Harrison and colleagues [10], other pilot studies are needed in order to generate pilot data. 

These studies allow to develop consistent practices and protect human subjects from 

potential harmful effects, which are crucial factors before developing larger trials [16]. 

In sum, this pilot study was primarily aimed to test the feasibility and potential benefits 

of implementing a 4-week positive psychology group intervention focused on improving 

positive affect and optimistic thinking, in inpatients of a public mental health service for 

individuals with eating disorders. Given the benefits that these interventions have 

produced in prior studies [10], it was hypothesized that the intervention would produce 

significant improvements in affect and optimistic thinking after the intervention. 

Furthermore, a second goal was to test the feasibility and acceptability of the intervention. 

As previous studies have suggested these interventions are well accepted by patients with 

ED [9, 10], it was hypothesized that inpatients would report high levels of satisfaction 

and that dropout rates would be very low.  

Methods 

Participants 

The sample was composed of 7 female patients. Five patients were diagnosed with 

anorexia nervosa (3 restrictive-type AN and 2 purging-type AN), and two had a diagnosis 

of non-specified ED (EDNOS). The two patients diagnosed of EDNOS had a prior 
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diagnosis of anorexia nervosa (one restricting and the other purging subtype) 3 months 

before the study began, but a change in some of the symptoms before the start produced 

that they did not fit within the specific category anymore and therefore a diagnosis of 

EDNOS was given. All established diagnoses were based on the revised version of the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition (DSM-IV-TR) [17]. 

All participants were inpatients of the ED service of a public hospital in Castellón (Spain). 

The ages of the patients ranged from 13 to 38 years old (Mean = 22,8, SD = 11,85). Table 

1 describes sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of the patients involved in the 

trial. 

INSERT TABLE 1 

Positive Technology Application 

Book of Life. This is a module of the Earth of Well-being system, which is a computerized 

program composed of different activity modules. Each module is targeted to promote 

specific positive emotions (such as relaxation or joy) through emotional induction 

procedures implemented in the system. As a whole, it has shown efficacy in promoting 

positive emotions [18, 19]. Specifically for this study, only a specific module called 

"Book of Life" was selected. This module looks like a personal diary with different 

chapters, each with its own instructions, in order to write about different topics. In 

addition, the essay can be supported with multimedia content. In this case, one of the 

chapters was adapted by removing the instructions, since they were provided by the 

therapist. Thus, the program allows pictures, music and videos to be added, either selected 

from the system or introduced by the user (adding their own pictures, music and videos). 

Hence, it is considered a flexible tool and can be used in different contexts [18, 19].  

 Design 
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A longitudinal design was employed to explore potential differences in affect and 

optimistic thinking throughout the 4-week program, comparing the scores at pre-

assessment to the scores on these measures after each session and at the end of the group 

intervention program. Furthermore, the study was approved by the Ethics Committee of 

the Castellón Provincial Hospital. 

Measures  

Feasibility and acceptability measures 

Subjective Probability Task (SPT) [20]. This scale measures positive and negative 

expectations about possible events that might happen in the future. It is composed of 30 

items, 20 related to negative expectations that can occur in the future (e.g. "Other people 

won’t like you "), and the other 10 focused on positive expectations (e.g. You'll have a 

lot of good moments with friends). The items are rated on a 7-point Likert scale, where 

participants are asked to estimate the likelihood of each situation happening to them in 

the future, from 1 (not at all likely to occur) to 7 (extremely likely to occur). Higher scores 

on the different subscales represent a higher perceived likelihood of the occurrence of 

positive and negative events in the future. It has shown appropriate levels of internal 

consistency for positive and negative expectations (α = 0.82 and 0.91, respectively; [21]. 

In a sample of eating disorders patients, Chronbach´s alpha were .86 for positive future 

expectations and .94 for negative future expectations, showing excellent psychometric 

properties [22]. 

Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS; [23]. To assess affect, a Spanish adaptation 

of the PANAS was used [24]. This scale is composed of 20 items: 10 items measuring 

positive affect states and 10 items measuring negative affect states. The items are rated 

on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely). PANAS is one of 
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the most widely used instruments to measure affect because it shows excellent 

psychometric properties (Cronbach’s alphas from 0.87-0.91). In a sample of eating 

disorders patients, Chronbach´s alpha were .89 for positive affect and .89 for negative 

affect [22].   

Credibility/ Expectancy Questionnaire [25]. This questionnaire was adapted from 

Borkovec and Nau's instrument for assessing patients’ opinions and acceptability ratings 

of the treatment at the end of the final session. Thus, they were asked to indicate on a 10-

point Likert scale from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very much), their degree of satisfaction, the 

usefulness of the program as a whole, and whether they would recommend it to a friend. 

Moreover, they were asked about their levels of satisfaction with and usefulness of the 

technology implemented, the Book of Life, which is described above. The questionnaire 

also included open questions about the perceived benefits and troubles with the 

intervention. 

Additional Measures 

Eating Attitudes Test (EAT-26) [26]. This questionnaire assesses a broad range of 

attitudes and behaviors related to anorexia nervosa. It is composed of 26 items rated on a 

6-point Likert scale from 0 (never) to 6 (always), based on the frequency with which the 

individual carries out the behavior or has the thought described by the item. The 

instrument has shown excellent psychometric properties [27, 28]. 

Imagen [29]. This questionnaire assesses body dissatisfaction, which means feelings of 

discomfort about one’s body image. It is composed of 37 items rated on a 5-point Likert 

scale from 0 (almost never/ never) to 4 (almost always/ always).The instrument has shown 

adequate psychometric properties in a clinical population for the total score and each 

subscale (Cronbach’s alphas from 0.87-0.97) [29].  
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 Procedure 

The group program took place in the ED service. It was carried out by one of the authors 

(AE), who has postgraduate studies in Eating Disorders. The program was called “My 

Best Self” because it was based on the development of an ideal self and the ways to reach 

it. It was composed of 4 sessions (one per week) lasting 2 hours each. Before the program, 

all the patients signed an informed consent form, and in the case of under-age patients, 

this consent form was signed by their parents. After that, participants completed two 

measures of feasibility, PANAS and SPT, along with additional measures, EAT-26 and 

IMAGEN, to assess severity of the ED symptomology. They were asked to deliver these 

questionnaires to the nurses of the clinical service before starting the first session. The 

sessions were all conducted in the same room and by the same therapist, who supported 

the content of each session with a PowerPoint presentation. Participants sat in a circle 

around the therapist. At the end of each session, participants filled out the PANAS and 

SPT measures. In addition, as a homework task, patients were asked to write the essay in 

the Book of Life system, and they were invited to visualize the content of the essay every 

day for at least 5 minutes. Patients were provided with a unique username and password 

to log on to the virtual platform during their free time in the service. Once the four-week 

program was over, patients were asked to complete the post-assessment, which included 

acceptability and feasibility measures. Once the post-assessment was completed, each 

participant received a CD with a video of the content developed in the system, and they 

were invited to continue practicing the exercise to the extent that it would be useful for 

them. 

Group intervention development 

The use of the visualization of a best possible self as a central exercise was based on prior 

literature that indicates the effectiveness of this exercise in improving optimism [14]. 
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Moreover, given that ED patients find it difficult to imagine a better future, we included 

components of the hope theory [30] to facilitate the exploration of ways to reach these 

goals (pathways thinking) and the persistence to get them (agency thinking). In addition, 

we expected that sharing goals with peers would help patients to gain more insight into 

their own goals and enhance their engagement with reaching them. The work group was 

led by an external clinician who also paid attention to the content of the essay, making 

sure that patients did not develop damaging prospective selves in terms of their ED. 

Setting and context 

The group intervention emerged as a supportive tool for promoting optimism and positive 

affect in a forced environment (inpatient service), where patients usually lose external 

reinforcements. The 4 group sessions were implemented in a 2-hour, weekly format. This 

program took place during the morning, and it was presented to patients as a 

complementary workshop to the activities that they usually did in the service. For this 

reason, all the inpatients who were receiving ongoing treatment in the service were invited 

to participate in the group intervention. Attendance was voluntary, and they were told that 

they could drop out if they did not feel comfortable or if they found it boring.  

Treatment as usual 

The ED service is a day hospital that offers high intensity treatment for patients with 

severe presentations of an eating disorder. The treatment takes a multidisciplinary 

approach by considering biological, psychological, familial and sociocultural aspects. 

The specific goals of the service are as follows:  

a) To restore healthy food habits;  

b) To restore and normalize weight and nutritional status;  

c) To offer control measures to prevent compensatory behaviors;  
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d) To eliminate dysfunctional behavior patterns;  

e) To involve patients and relatives as active collaborators in the treatment process;  

f) To identify and address psychopathological symptoms associated with eating 

disorders.  

According to these goals, different therapeutic interventions are carried out at the ED 

service, which comprise different tasks executed by different clinicians:  

a) Three first intakes of the day (breakfast, brunch and lunch) are conducted with 

supervision and modelled by service staff;  

b) Weight check and nutritional advice conducted by clinical nurses;  

c) Individual sessions of CBT with a clinical psychologist;  

d) Weekly visit with the psychiatrist to check physical status, medical 

complications and to prescribe medication;  

e) Weekly family visits to improve conflicts, communication and relationships 

between patients and their relatives;  

f) Group therapy with a nutritionist;  

g) Workshops aimed at: disorder awareness, social skills, self-esteem, body image, 

relaxation, manual arts and reading. 

Description of the group intervention 

The content of each session is described in Table 2. Session 1 and 2 introduced the 

psychoeducation and program rationale to the patients, along with the instructions for the 

development of the ideal self and the ways to reach it. Session 3 was focused on reviewing 

all the content introduced in prior sessions and possible difficulties associated with the 

exercise. Last session was used as a summary of the program as a whole and the 

importance of setting life goals according to values was also remarked. 
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INSERT TABLE 2 

Data Analysis 

Given the nature of a pilot study, with a small sample size, non-parametric analyses were 

used to explore potential benefits. Pre-post non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-rank 

analyses were performed to explore changes in affect and future expectations. Non-

parametric Mann-Whitney tests were conducted to explore if the level of change in affect 

and future expectations (post minus pre) was different between participants aged below 

and above 18 years old. Furthermore, the pre-post change was also explored using reliable 

change scores (RC) that were calculated for each patient for the two outcome measures, 

PANAS and SPT. The equation used for this analysis was extracted from Jacobson and 

Truax's guidelines [31]. Thus, to show reliable improvement, a RC score equal to or above 

a predetermined cut-off is needed. This cut-off is established by subtracting the standard 

deviation of a reference group on the outcome measure from their group mean and 

dividing this score by 2 [31]. The data used to calculate the cut-off for SPT were taken 

from the Spanish validation of this instrument in a clinical population[32]. In the case of 

PANAS, we used the spanish validation in general population, given there is no validation 

with clinical samples [24]. Lastly, in order to explore the evolution of the scores over 

time, a non-parametric Friedman's test for multiple time points was used. 

Results 

Scores on the EAT-26 ranged from 15 to 64, and the average score was 31.6 (SD = 16.75), 

indicating the presence of ED symptoms because it was above the predetermined cut-off 

score of 20 [27, 28]. Only one patient scored below 20. Regarding the body-

dissatisfaction scale (IMAGEN), the average of the total scores was 79.71 (SD = 26.04), 

and patients were classified according to severity degrees of body-dissatisfaction, based 
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on women at risk of eating pathology [29]. Thus, 14.28% were considered severe, 42.86% 

moderate, and 42.8% mild in terms of body-dissatisfaction.  

Dropout 

Regarding session attendance, all seven patients attended sessions 1 and 3, six attended 

session 2, and five attended session 4. All the non-attendance cases were due to personal 

problems that kept them from attending the specific session. There are three main reasons 

why patients would not attend a specific session: 1) visit to other health specialists; 2) 

inpatient with partial attendance to the service (those who attend half of the week); 3) 

non-attendance without prior notification. Despite the non-attendance, all the patients 

completed the questionnaires at the different time points. 

Possible benefit derived from the group 

Table 3 shows the results obtained by the participants before and after the group program 

on the outcome measures, namely PANAS and SPT. 

INSERT TABLE 3 

 

Results of the related-samples Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed a significant 

improvement on both subscales of the SPT measure, positive and negative. In the case of 

the two PANAS subscales, there was an improvement, but without reaching statistical 

significance.  

Mann-Whitney U (MWU) tests were conducted to explore if the level of improvement in 

PANAS and SPT was different between patients below and above 18 years old. Results 

did not show significant differences between age groups for any of the four outcomes 

(SPT-POS, MWU=4.0, p= .46; SPT-NEG, MWU=6.0, p= 1.00; PANAS-POS, 

MWU=3.0, p= .28; PANAS-NEG, MWU=4.0, p= .48). 
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The reliable change index analyses indicated that for positive future expectations, 43% 

of the participants reported a reliable clinical change in this outcome. In terms of negative 

expectations, these analyses showed that 85.7% of the participants also experienced a 

meaningful change in this subscale. Regarding positive affect, 28.5% of the participants 

reached a reliable change, and for negative affect, 43% of the sample showed a reliable 

change. 

Evolution of the scores over time 

Figures 1 and 2 display the scores obtained by the participants on the different outcome 

measures across the different time frames. For the comparison between moments, 

Friedman’s test was performed for each measure.  

Regarding the future expectations measure, results showed an improvement from baseline 

to the first session, and then the results were maintained in the following sessions. In 

terms of positive expectations, Friedman’s test showed a trend toward significance (χ2 = 

9.13; p = 0.058), indicating a change in the scores in the different time frames. With 

regard to negative expectations, Friedman’s test showed a significant change between 

time assessments (χ2 = 11.26; p = 0.024). In the case of affect, there was an observable 

trend toward improvement from baseline on both subscales across the four sessions. In 

terms of positive affect, Friedman’s Test did not show a significant change between time 

assessments (χ2 = 5.74; p = 0.22), in contrast to negative affect, which showed a trend 

towards significance (χ2 = 9.38; p = 0.052). 

INSERT FIGURE 1 

Figure 1. Evolution of positive and negative future expectations over time 

Footnote: SPT: Subjective Probability Task; SPT-POS: Subjective Probability Task- 

Positive expectancies; SPT-NEG: Subjective Probability Task - Negative expectancies 

 

INSERT FIGURE 2 
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Figure 2. Evolution of positive and negative affect over time 

Footnote: PANAS-POS: Positive and Negative Affect Scale- Positive Affect; PANAS-

NEG: Positive and Negative Affect Scale- Negative Affect 

 

 

Acceptability 

The Credibility/Expectancy questionnaire was administered to measure the patients’ 

ratings of the positive psychology group program. Results showed moderately high levels 

of satisfaction (M= 7.5, SD= 2.07), usefulness (M= 8.5, SD= 1.05), and recommendation 

of the program (M= 8.5, SD= 1.47), suggesting high acceptance of the program by the 

patients. Regarding the positive technology used, the Book of Life, participants reported 

good levels of satisfaction (M= 8.6, SD= 1.14) and usefulness (M= 8.8, SD= 1.3), 

suggesting that they valued the supporting role of the technology in performing the 

exercise. 

Regarding qualitative feedback, some participants left comments about the benefits and 

difficulties found in doing the exercise and with the group. Thus, some benefits reported 

by the patients were ‘Now I have my goals clearer and I’ve learned to be patient with 

long-term goals’ (P.4), ‘Being able to imagine an ideal self and feeling that I can reach 

my own goals’ (P.2) or ‘now I am more aware of my goals’ (P.5). Regarding difficulties, 

two participants found tiresome completing the questionnaires after each session (P.3 and 

p.6), one felt that some sessions were too long and boring (P.4), another did not like 

having to do the howework on the computer (P.7), and one participant reported ‘facing 

my actual self and being aware of how far I am from my ideal self’ (P.2). 

Discussion 

This pilot study presented the development of a four-session group intervention aimed at 

improving affect and optimistic thinking in ED inpatients who were being treated in a 
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specialized mental health service (day hospital). These effects were explored after each 

session and at the end of the 4-week program, along with the levels of acceptance and 

usefulness of the group program and the technology implemented. 

Results showed that there was no dropout at the end of the program and all patients 

remained in the group until the last session. This is consistent with the previous pilot 

study, which also found no dropouts [10], suggesting that patients usually show good 

adherence to these group programs that include PPIs.  

Regarding the possible benefits derived from the program, there was a significant 

decrease in negative future expectations across the intervention period, and this change 

showed a trend toward significance in the case of positive expectations. The change in 

affect, on both the positive and negative subscales, did not reach significance, although it 

was noticeable at a clinical level. Despite of the broad age range, no differences were 

found between age groups for any of the four outcomes. Most of the patients obtained a 

reliable change in negative expectations, but these percentages decreased to less than half 

of the sample in the case of positive expectations. The difference between these 

percentages might be explained by the fact that those patients who did not reach a reliable 

change in positive expectations started with higher scores on positive expectations, and 

so there could have been a ceiling effect. In regards to affect, the exercise seemed less 

effective in improving these variables, which would explain the lower rates of meaningful 

change. These results suggest that this group program, focused on the future in terms of 

values and goals, was able to improve optimistic thinking in patients who usually have 

difficulties in visualizing a better future [12]. Furthermore, the changes in affect, even 

though not entirely significant, suggest that affect may also be improved in patients who 

usually have this area affected [33]. 
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In terms of acceptability, the data collected suggest that the group intervention and the 

technology used was well received by patients. High rates of treatment acceptability 

reported by patients are important in order to enhance the effectiveness of interventions 

[34]. With regard to the qualitative feedback, patients reported that focusing on their goals 

and thinking about ways to reach them was not only useful in clarifying their goals, but 

also for allowing them to feel that these goals were attainable. In this sense, it is suggested 

that the presence of hope in patients with mental illness could enhance their motivation 

to engage in the recovery process [35]. Also, one patient reported feeling far from her 

ideal self. In these cases, it is important to highlight that setting goals based on our values 

is the only way to make sure that the path toward the goals will be meaningful in itself 

[36]. Furthermore, another important way to deal with these kinds of feelings when 

implementing exercises focused on life goals, like the BPS, is to make clear that we do 

not reach all our life goals, as these goals sometimes change over time or need to be 

adjusted, and individuals have to be prepared for this [37]. 

The introduction of positive technology to support the development of their best self was 

positively rated, since patients could accompany their essays with their own pictures and 

music, enhancing their ability to become immersed in the visualization [38].  

Regarding the study limitations, it is important to note that, given the small sample size, 

the results derived from the implementation of the exercise can hardly be generalized to 

other populations [16], although they can be considered when designing novel 

interventions focused on improving quality of life and well-being. Another important 

limitation was the lack of a control group because it keeps us from attributing the possible 

benefits to the group program, instead of to other uncontrollable factors, such as the 

ongoing treatment they were receiving. However, the clinical symptomology continued 

active at the end of the treatment and the TAU did not target well-being or positive 
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emotions, suggesting that the improvements in affect and optimistic thinking might be 

due to the program. In any case, future studies should explore if the combination of this 

group program with the Treatment as Usual (TAU) produce larger benefits in positive 

functioning variables, compared to patients who only receive the TAU. Another 

limitation is that it was the therapist who asked to complete the measures during the 

intervention period and this might produce a social desirability bias where patients would 

tend to answer the acceptability measures in a favorable manner. Future studies should 

include an independent researcher to collect the measures, in order to prevent social 

desirability effects. To examine the possible benefits of the intervention, it would be 

interesting to include other measures of psychological and subjective well-being that 

could also be enhanced by the program, such as hope, self-efficacy, or life satisfaction.  

In conclusion, the potential benefits observed in this study, along with the results obtained 

in another pilot study [10], open the door to carrying out randomized clinical trials (RCT) 

with severe populations, such as ED patients, in order to draw firmer conclusions about 

the real benefits of PPI group interventions in clinical populations. If they are found 

beneficial in further RCTs, the inclusion of PPIs in the context of mental health services 

could be considered in order to focus not only on the disease symptomatology, but also 

on positive aspects of functioning [39]. As noted by different authors, the presence of 

well-being in individuals with clinical disorders could buffer the detrimental effects of 

the symptoms [40]. This new approach, might support the efficacy of current treatments, 

even acting as a complementary objective, in order to improve wellbeing and positive 

emotions in individuals with eating disorders.  

What is already known on this subject? 

Eating disorders produce a strong impact in quality of life and are negatively associated 

to life satisfaction and wellbeing. Most of treatments for these conditions are focused on 
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reducing clinical symptomology, while positive affect and wellbeing promotion remain 

unaddressed. Some authors claim the need of developing interventions aimed at 

promoting positive emotions that can complement existing treatments and ameliorate the 

harmful effects of eating disorder symptomology, but evidence on this field is still scarce.  

What this study adds? 

The inpatients of this specialized mental health service found the positive psychological 

group program and the technology used acceptable and useful. Statistically significant 

improvements in optimistic thinking were also observed. The results are in line with a 

similar pilot study and open the door to conduct randomized controlled trials to confirm 

the benefits of these interventions for promoting positive emotions and wellbeing in 

individuals with eating disorders. 
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